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THE INDIVIDUAL AND SoclET¥

Time Allotted: 2 Hours

The f i.gures in the margin indicate full marks.
Candidates should answer in their own words as i;or as practicable.
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SECTION-I

Answer any Jrferee of the following questions in about 400 words each:

1.         What information does virginia woolf acquire from the history books regarding
the  condition  of women?  Why  does  she  turn  to  history  books  to  find  about
women `Nrfuels in Shakespeare 's Sister?

2.        Eunice De souza's poem A4larrj.oge"re A4c!c7e i.# fJeave# is a blend of satire and
pathos. ~ Elucidate.

3.         Describe the images used by Langston Hughes in his poem fJ¢r/em.

4.        Comment on the theme of hope, oppression and defiance with reference to Maya
A;ngck>u' s Still I Rise.

5.         Discuss wilfred owen's Dct/ce e/ Decorc4m Es/ as an anti-war poem.

6.         What eye-witness record does the author give of the riots in  l984? Answer with
reference to The Ghosts of Mrs. Gandhi.

7.         What are the reasons for which Barthes has criticized toys in his essay ro)+Lr?

8.         Comment  on  the  significance  of the  Sunday  in  Imtiaz  Dharkar's  poem ,4/  7lrfee
Lahore Karhai.
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sricTloN-II

Answer any/o#r of the following questions in about 200 words each:

9.         Explain with reference to the context: "Now my belief is that this poet who never
wrote a word and was buried at the crossroads still lives".

10.       Locate and annotate:
"Leaving behind nights of terror

and fear

I rise."

11.      Explain the significance of the line "Men marched asleep".

12.      Describe  the  New  Delhi  neighbourhood  of  Defence  Colony  as  portrayed  by
A]nri[rfuN CJhoE!h in The Ghosts of Mrs . Gandhi .

13.      "All  the  toys  one  commonly  sees  are  essentially  a  microcosm  of the  adult
world ...... " -Explain.

14.      Explain with reference to the context:
„These

are ways of remembering".
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